NOVO Energy’s Employee Value Proposition
At NOVO, we have a smart, ambitious team dedicated to delighting our customers. Our
culture of ownership and accountability empowers our team to achieve goals they didn’t
think possible. For all those on board, it’s going to be a challenging and rewarding
journey.
We’re optimistic. Curious. Adaptable. We are intensely committed to creating turnkey
solutions for our customers, which is challenging, but extremely rewarding. We welcome
and value unique people and insights, and we believe our winning culture sets us apart.
We recognize, value, and hire to that conviction every day.
Through the years we’ve identified a few key traits that are common among our most
successful employees, ranging from passion, innovation and urgency to ownership, fun,
and optimism, these traits form the basis for our culture, and we hold them in the highest
esteem. In the end, it’s a simple proposition: At NOVO we are not only the leaders in the
CNG market, we are also proud of the integrity and honesty we apply to get things done
and satisfy our customers’ requirements.
We strive to be the very best at what we do, both in the eyes of our customers and our
co-workers. We believe a healthy work-life balance can be highly motivating and
productive. We are truly a team in every sense. We believe in one another and support
one another as we all work collaboratively toward a common goal.
NOVO’s products and services are making a difference to industries, improving
outcomes and creating a cleaner environment. By joining our team, you will surround
yourself with highly motivated and passionate peers who are all working together and
supporting one another towards the same goal. At NOVO, you will always be learning
and improving in our consistently fun, engaging and challenging environment.
We are looking for people who are passionate, curious and collaborative to join our
innovative fast growth company.
One growing team. One amazing goal.
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